The Figure of Pilate's Wife in Aemilia Lanyer's
Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum

Aemilia Lanyer's polemical retelling of Christ's Passion in her remarkable Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum (published in 1611)has inspired a growing
body of commentary in the last decade, as students of the Renaissance
have sought to bring long-silent voices to our ears again. Lanyer's poem
is particularly apt for such a project, for she herself achieves and uses to
great effect a complex fusion of voices at the center of the Salve Deus. At
this center, in a section entitled "Eves Apologie," Lanyer makes a dramatic and complex argument for equal rights for women, one that most
of her recent readers have found both imaginatively striking and theologically unusual. Barbara Lewalski notes that "In Lanyer's argument,
all the guilt of the Fall belongs to Adam, who was strong, wise, and
undeceived .... Lanyer's biblical exegesis would have been outrageous
(by contemporary standards), and she may have intended the shock to
underscore the susceptibility of the biblical narratives to very different
interpretations, depending on the interests involved." 1 Likewise, Lynette
McGrath states that "Amelia Lanier offers an example of a woman writer
employing an acceptably conventional topic or genre to conceal a level of
subversive discourse in which she pursues the revolutionary possibility of
self-definition." 2 And in Redeeming Eve Elaine Beilin writes that "Lanyer's insistence that she will adhere strictly to doctrine rationalizes her
feminine perspective on the Passion, for although Christ is the central
r. Barbara K. Lewalski, Writing Women in Jacobean England (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1993), 231.
2. Lynette McGrath, " 'Let Us Have Our Libertie Againe': Amelia Lanier's 17thCentury Feminist Voice," Women's Studies , 20 (1992): 341.
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hero ... he is surrounded primarily by women .... Through her vivid
retelling of Scripture, Lanyer makes her case for women's essential place
in Christianity." 3
Lanyer is certainly an unusual and a subversive poet, but her subversiveness is more layered and complex than her readers have yet suggested.
Lanyer's bold use of Scripture becomes even more arresting when one
hears the multiple discourses speaking within her vivid retelling, multiple discourses that are present within the Christian tradition itself. For
as Lanyer works with her own prophetic poem to redeem Eve and all
of womankind, she selects as her agent a figure who will speak for all
women and with her voice restore their liberty: the figure of Pilate's wife.
The voice of Pilate's wife opens a crucial space within Lanyer's poem for
Eve's defense of womankind: Pilate's wife, we learn from her one appearance in canonical scripture, is the woman-indeed, the wife-who tries to
prevent Christ 's crucifixion. She appears only in Matthew 27:19, which I
quote from the Geneva Bible:
Also when he [i.e., Pilate] was set downe upon the judgement
seat, his wife sent to him, saying, Have thou nothing to do
with that juste man: for I have suffered many things this day
in a dream by reason of him.4
As Lanyer re-enacts the Passion within her poem, prophetic concern over
Christ's fate allows Pilate's wife to open the way for Eve to recontextualize and reinterpret the original crime that led to this moment, one that
now pales in significance next to the ultimate crime men are about to
commit, that of murdering God.
Moreover, Pilate's wife not only opens a space for Eve's voice, she
frames and in a sense ventriloquizes Eve's voice; she may be said to
perform these functions for Lanyer, too, who claims Pilate's wife as her
3. Elaine V. Beilin, Redeeming Eve: Women Writers of the English Renaissance
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 195.
4. Quotations from the Geneva Bible are taken from The Geneva Bible: A facsimile
of the 1560 edition (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wi sconsin Press, 1969).
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own spokeswoman. In the ringing peroration of "Eves Apologie," Pilate's
wife, Eve, and Lanyer address Pilate and all men:
Then let us have our Libertie againe,
And challendge to your selves no Sov'raigntie;
You came not in the world without our pain,
Make that a barre against your crueltie;
Your fault beeing greater, why should you disdaine
Our beeing your equals, free from tyranny?
If one weake woman simply did offend,
This sinne of yours, hath no excuse, nor end.
To which (poore souls) we never gave consent,
Witness thy wife (0 Pilate) speakes for all;
Who did but dreame, and yet a message sent,
That thou should'st have nothing to doe at all
With that just man ....

Lanyer's identification with Pilate's wife is nearly complete; as Susanne
Woods points out, Lanyer "moves so seamlessly from the argument back
to the narrative that it is difficult to tell where the voice of Pilate's wife is
meant to end and the voice of the narrator [to] continue." 6 So complete
an identification allows Lanyer to appropriate the message Pilate's wife
sends to her husband as a feminist warning, prophecy, and exoneration.
The dream of Pilate's wife is Lanyer's own dream (indeed, Lanyer tells
the "doubtful reader" that the title for her poem came in a dream); the
consequences of the unheeded plea of Pilate's wife become Lanyer's best
argument that women's voices, including her own, must be attended to
equally with men's. Indeed, by mentioning the curse of painful childbirth
Eve must endure for her sin- "You came not in the world without our
5. All quotations from Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum are taken from The Poems of
Aemilia Lanyer: Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum, ed. Susanne Woods (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993).
6. Ibid., XXXV.
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pain" -Lanyer subtly links the curse of childbed pain Eve must suffer,
the wombs from which a Savior will spring, the Savior whom men will
try to kill almost from the moment of his birth, and the woman who tried
to stop this most terrible of murders.
Yet within this appropriation Lanyer must and does take into account the strange and potentially unmanageable paradoxes Christ's Passion brings into her discourse. In the four lines immediately following the
above quotation, for example, this same Pilate's wife, almost in passing
but to startling effect, nearly undoes her own-and Eve's, and Lanyer'sargument:
. .. which, if thy heart relent,
Why wilt thou be a reprobate with Saul?
To seeke the death of him that is so good,
For thy soules health to shed his dearest blood.
(838-841)
In other words, the crime of the cross is a crux; Christ's innocent blood
cures souls, including Pilate's. By man comes both death and resurrection, for one causes the other. Who could be blamed for allowing such
a sacrifice to go forward? Might blame attach itself instead to one such
as Pilate's wife? As we shall see, Lanyer chooses a spokeswoman with a
rich and interestingly polarized theological and hermeneutic history. In a
sense, the figure of Pilate's wife represents Lanyer's shrewd rewriting of
the ancient doctrine of the felix culpa or fortunate fall, a doctrine nowhere
mentioned in the Salve Deus but teasingly implicit in Lanyer's defense of
womankind. Just as Eve was the innocent, or deluded, or naively ambitious agent of a fortunate fall (Lanyer is highly equivocal, even inconsistent, on the question of Eve's culpability), so Pilate's wife, reversing Eve,
was an informed, strong, purposeful witness to a fortunate sacrifice. Yet
Pilate's wife finds her present moral strength through her original defeat,
for had she been successful in preventing the Crucifixion she would have
blocked humanity's redemption. And yet, unlike her jesting husband who
would not stay for an answer, Pilate's wife knows what is truth, for it
has been revealed to her in a dream; her moral judgment is and must be
unexceotionable.
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Thus a fascinating series of polarities emerges by means of the figure
of Pilate's wife, polarities through which Lanyer both makes her explicit
case for gender equality and suggests a case for unity despite, perhaps
by means of, gender polarization and difference. Her impassioned words
"Witness thy wife" direct men's careful attention at once to what their
wives have seen, what they know, and what they may teach.
Although Pilate's wife appears in only one verse in all the canonical
Christian scriptures, from that one verse a rich tradition grew, one that
was still vital and varied in Lanyer's England. From the beginnings of
Christianity, both the importance of Pilate to the Passion narrative and the
eerie singularity of her one Scriptural appearance conferred importance
on Pilate's wife. Many of the writings of the early Church, especially the
apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, lavished considerable attention on her.
She acquired a name, Procula or Procla or occasionally Percula, sometimes Claudia Procula or Procula Claudia, meaning "follower at the gate."
Legend has it that from her vantage point of Pilate's palace Claudia Procula became interested in Judaism and perhaps converted to it. Some
strands of the early tradition affirm that she was healed by Jesus and became a Christian. Those writers who affirm this conversion often identify
Claudia Procula with the "Claudia" of Paul's second epistle to Timothy,
Chapter 4 verse 21, which sends greetings from "Eubulus ... Pudens, and
Linus, and Claudia, and all the brethren." Origen considered her a saint.
Some branches of Christianity even today hold Procula (to call her by
her most common name) in very high regard: she is a saint in the Greek
Orthodox Church (her day is October 27) . She and her husband are both
saints in the Coptic Church (their day is June 25). 7
7. The apocryphal "Acts of Pilate," mentioned in the second century by Justin
Martyr and eventually appearing as part of the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, supplies most of the early Church's tradition of Claudia Procula. On this early tradition,
see Johannes Quasten, Patrology I (Antwerp: Spectrum Publishers, 1950), 115-118;
James Hastings, ed., A Dictionary of the Bible (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson
Publishers, 1898, rpt. 1988), 878; David Lyle Jeffrey, gen. ed., A Dictionary of Biblical
Tradition in English Literature (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1992), 615; Eduard Schweitzer, The Good News According to Matthew,
trans. David E. Green (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1975), 508; The Interpreter's Dictio-
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The legends of Procula and Pilate flourished in medieval Europe and
spread into vernacular English when the Apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus was translated into Anglo-Saxon. The Middle Ages was fascinated
by these stories, weaving them into detailed narratives that find their
way into much medieval drama. Although there was apparently a legend
of a consistently evil Pilate in which Procula figured very little, such a
thoroughly evil Pilate is found only in the Towneley cycle; Arnold Williams reports that "the characterizations of Pilate in medieval drama are
generally sympathetic," though inconsistently so, "caught between two
interpretations of Pilate's character, a good and an evil." 8 What is clear in
all the plays is that Pilate was a crowd-pleasing, sometimes crowd-baiting
ranter: "so common was the characterization of Pilate as a raging tyrant
that Chaucer could consider 'Pilates voys' an adequate description of the
cry of the drunken Miller." 9 As a ranter, Pilate was allied dramaturgically with Herod, about whom Shakespeare's Hamlet has some famous
observations. All of which is to say that Pilate and, as we shall see in a
moment, Pilate's wife Procula captivated the popular and religious imagination well into the beginnings of the early modern era; their figures and
the questions of moral character and responsibility that surrounded them
were of intense and sometimes spectacular interest.
As I have already suggested, just as there were inconsistencies in
Pilate's legendary character, so were there inconsistencies in Procula's.
And while Pilate's inconsistencies have obvious and important ramifications for Lanyer's use of him as defendant in her own trial of men, it is
the figure of Procula I will continue to treat here, for Lanyer has chosen
her not as a target but as a proxy for all womankind; the tradition's varied
readings of Procula's character and her moral responsibility regarding the
Crucifixion represent the most important choices for Lanyer's art given
the argument she is making.
nary of the Bible (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1962), 8n-814; Edith Deen, All of The
Women of The Bible (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1955), 206- 07 ; Arnold
Williams, The Characterization of Pilate in the Towneley Plays (East Lansing: Michigan
State College Press, 1950), 2-3.
8. Williams, 7-16.
9. Ibid., 14.
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Those choices were between the good Procula, one whose intervention
on Christ's behalf testified to her virtue and Christ 's innocence, or the
bad Procula, who very nearly undoes the necessary work of redemption.
Although these alternatives mirror those available in Pilate's case, they
do not coexist, even uneasily, in the sources I have found . Pilate may be
presented ambivalently, but his wife is not: Procula is either a righteous
voice of warning or a dupe of the devil. In the York Cycle's Dream of
Pilate's Wife, for example, Procula (here called Percula) is a vain, shallow
woman who struts before the audience and engages in bantering love-play
with her husband . Her dream comes not from God but from the devil , who
appeals to the "wisdom" and "wit" Procula has earlier bragged about
having. The devil, of course, knows that with Jesus' death Hell will become powerless and will be brought to divine judgment; hence the dream
he delivers to Procula, who immediately sends her son to tell his father
not to kill Jesus.
In this York mystery play, as in the other mystery cycles in which
Procula and her dream appear (the Coventry plays, the Cornish Passion,
the Northern Passion, and some Passion Plays from the Continent), the
devil leads a vain and shallow woman astray; she is his pawn in his
attempt to thwart God's plans. 10 This Procula represents a particularly intense misogyny: trust a woman to try to wreck our best chance to undo
another woman's dazzling mistake. Far from recuperating Eve, such a
characterization shows Procula compounding Eve's crime in a stereotypically female fashion, thus leading the reader or viewer away from any
sympathy for either woman. Indeed, as Rosemary Woolf observes, the
parallels between Eve and Procula in the York "Dream of Pilate's Wife"
are underlined by the manner in which the devil approaches Procula:
ro. Williams, 23. Interestingly, in the Middle English Northern Passion Procula tells
her husband that she knows it was the devil who appeared in her dream ("the fende
I wate full wele it was," I. 1467); she also knows why the devil wants to thwart the
Crucifixion. Nevertheless, she is so much afraid of the devil 's threat s that she obeys his
command and delivers her warning to her husband despite her better knowledge. See
the reprint of this passion play in Frances A. Foster, ed., The Northern Passion: Four
parallel texts and the French original. Early English Text Society, 183 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1913- 1930).
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. the opening line of the devil's speech, "O woman! be
wise and ware, and wonne in [thy] witte" . . . recalls Procula's
praise of herself as "wittie and wise." The devil's exhortation
has thus the ring of a temptation, and the York dramatist obviously had in mind the parallelism between Eve and Procula
noted in the Glossa ordinaria, namely that just as the devil
through a woman brought death to man, so he sought by a
woman to retain the imperium mortis, of which he might be
deprived by Christ's death. 11
The persistent influence of such a portrait of a weak Procula who becomes the tool of Satan was not, however, limited to the mystery plays,
although the continued popularity of such plays well into the Renaissance
would easily have kept such a portrait in general circulation. So notable
and popular a preacher as Hugh Latimer, in a sermon delivered in 1552,
added his voice to the condemnation of Procula, pointing out her foolishness and her aristocratic laziness. Latimer's tone suggests that he links
these vices not only to Procula's class but also to her gender:
After that when Christ was born into the world, [the devil]
did what he could to rid him out of the way; therefore he
stirred up all the Jews against him: but after that he perceived
that his death should be our deliverance from our everlasting
death, he did what he could to let [i.e., block] his death; and
therefore he stirred up Mistress Pilate, which took a nap in the
morning, as such fine damsels are wont to do, that she should
not suffer her husband to give sentence against Christ.12
In his exegesis, Latimer takes advantage of an ambiguity in the Greek
word "semeron" in Matthew 27 : 19, a word which is usually translated as
"this day" -but one which can also mean a "limited period of time" or a
II. Rosemary Woolf, The English Mystery Plays (Berkeley, California: University of
California Press, 1972), 243.
12. Hugh Latimer, Sermons and Remains of Hugh Latimer, vol. 2, ed. G. E. Corrie (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1845. Rpt. New York: Johnson Reprint
Corporation, 1968), 123.
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"day" in the Jewish sense of a day that begins at one sundown and ends at
the next.13 The ambiguity leads Latimer to believe (or allows him to argue)
that Procula had her dream when the world of men would be up and about
its business. Moreover, the characterization of Procula as a "fine damsel"
specifically recalls the Procula portrayed in the York cycle's "Dream of
Pilate's Wife." Latimer's sermon thus helps demonstrate that theological
attacks on Pilate's wife continued to offer those who were so inclined a
nearly irresistible opportunity for virulent misogyny.
But another and opposite Procula was also available in Lanyer's culture,
one that Lanyer obviously preferred to the Procula Latimer or the York
cycle offered her. In her book Redeeming Eve, Elaine Beilin finds two midsixteenth-century sources for a laudable Pilate's wife, a Procula whose
example proves useful in a defense of women: the English translation
of Agrippa's The Nobilitie and Excellencie of Womankynde and Edward
Gosynhyll's The prayse of all women called Mulierum Pean, both of which
appeared in 1542.14 To this list one might add Charles Pyrrye's reworking
of Gosynhyll's poem, entitled The Praise and Dispraise of women, published in 1569.15 Here is Gosynhyll's mention of Procula, part of a long
catalog of good women:
The wyfe of Pylate dyd pytye more
The turnament of our Sauyoure
Than all the men that than there were.
Here, for comparison, is Pyrrye's later version:
And Pilates wife did more pitie,
the troublous time of Christ:
13. A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), 749.
14. Beilin, 323 .
15. My quotation from Gosynhyll is taken from the version published by "Wyllyam
Myddylton" in London, perhaps in 1560, as I have retrieved it from the ChadwyckHealey English Poetry Full Text Database (Cambridge: Chadwyck-Healey, 1992). My
quotation from Pyrrye comes from the version published in London by William How
in 1569, and is retrieved from the same database.
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Then all the men who standinge bye,
blaspheming did resiste.
Both Gosynhyll and Pyrrye offer an image of Procula as especially sensitive and kind; the hint of courtly pity may echo the aristocratic Procula of
the earlier tradition. This praise of Procula recuperates her virtue without
fully recuperating her gender. Certainly Lanyer wants to portray women
as particularly empathetic, wise, and just, but she also wants Procula to be
more than moved by Christ's passion: she wants Procula-and herselfto be inspired to authentic prophetic utterance.
Two such images of Procula occur very near the publication of the
Salve Deus, one of them in the Geneva Bible, the version of scripture Lanyer would probably have been working from as she composed her poem.
The Geneva Bible was for many years the most popular translation in
Renaissance England, in part because of its many study helps, including
copious and pointed marginal glosses and commentary. 16 Interestingly, the
Geneva New Testament's Matthew 27: 19 receives the following marginal
commentary:
19. Also when he was set downe upon the judgement seat,
his wife sent to him, saying, hHave thou nothing to do with
that juste man: for I have suffered many things this day in a
dreame by reason of him.

hThis was to
the greater
condemnation of
Pilate,
whome
neither his owne knowledge colde teache, nor counsel of others,
to defende Christs innocencie.

Here the dream of Pilate's wife takes on a new doctrinal importance as
it clears much of the moral ambiguity from the reader's judgment of her
husband. It is interesting that the Geneva annotators omit any mention of
gender or even of personal relationship from Procula's role. She is not so
much a wife or a woman here as a counselor, one whose urgent advice
falls on deaf ears. Gone is any mention of the consequences of blocking
16. David Norton, A History of the Bible as Literature. Volume One: From antiquity
to 1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 119=176.
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Christ's crucifixion. Simply, Christ's death is a crime, and Pilate is one of
the chief criminals-a stubborn man who knew better but could not be
taught.
An even more extensive and theologically intriguing treatment of
Pilate's wife occurs in a 1604 sermon by Lancelot Andrewes, one preached
before King James at Whitehall on Good Friday. Responding to the dying
Christ's question "was ever grief like mine?" (a question rephrasing
Lamentations l: 12 that was a traditional part of the Improperia or "reproaches" of Good Friday), Andrewes anatomizes the question into its
component parts and places Pilate's wife above her husband in a hierarchy
of moral discernment:
For, as it is the Person, so is the Passion; and any one, even
the very least degree of wrong or disgrace, offered to a Person of excellencie, is more than a hundreth times more, to
one of meane condition .... Consider then, how great the
Person was ....
I. Ecce Homo, saith Pilate first, A man he is, as we are: and
were he but a man, Nay, were he not a man, but some poore
dumbe creature, it were great ruth to see him so handled, as
he was.
2. A man, saith Pilate, and a Just man, saith Pilates wife. Have
thou nothing to do with that Just man. And that is one degree
further. For though we pitie the punishment even of malefactours themselves: yet ever, most compassion we have of them
that suffer, and be innocent. And he was Innocent: Pilate , and
Herode, and the Prince of this world, his very enemies, being
his Judges ....
This sermon was an extremely popular one: it was published in three
quarto editions in 1604, reprinted twice in 1610, and again in 1618.17 It
shows Pilate's wife not only sharpening our judgment of Pilate but also,
17, G. M. Story, ed., Sermons of Lancelot Andrewes (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1967), xliv, 155.
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and more importantly for Lanyer's case, deepening the moral pathos of
Christ's crucifixion and our response to it. For Andrewes, Procula's warning leads to the believer's pity for Christ. Her warning takes the Christian
who contemplates Christ's passion "one degree further." Indeed, of all the
judges at Christ's trial, Procula was the only just judge of "that just man."
Thus the figure of Pilate's wife in Aemilia Lanyer's Salve Deus Rex
Judaeorum represents both orthodoxy and heterodoxy, a traditionally virtuous and traditionally laughable woman, one who in the culture of Jacobean
England was so polarized a figure as to present Lanyer with a difficult
polemical and artistic decision.18 When Lanyer's figure of Pilate's wife
speaks for all womankind, condemns her husband's crime, defends Eve's
crime as a small and possibly excusable fault compared to Pilate's-and
by extension all males' - misdeed, and then admits that the crime she
seeks to prevent will in fact cure the souls Eve's and Adam's misdeed
has sickened, I think we can hear Lanyer's inability or perhaps her unwillingness to choose one Procula without recalling the other. Given the
prevalence and popularity of the Procula tradition in Lanyer's culture, I
think Lanyer's audience- fit though perhaps few-might have recognized
Lanyer's admission of Procula's polarities.
Yet they may also have recognized Lanyer's heroic embrace of this
crux. For Lanyer cannot end her account of the Passion without exclaiming at the polarities within this pivotal event, a unique and sanctioned
crime, the result and reversal of sin. In an impassioned and eloquent apostrophe, Lanyer reaches her own o altitudo, a vision of salvation through
contention:
18. One might reasonably ask how much of this tradition Lanyer was aware of: did
she know of The Gospel of Nicodemus? had she read Latimer's or Andrewes ' sermons?
was she familiar with the York cycle? Part of my answer is that the figure of Procula in
all its variety so pervaded the culture that some knowledge of the tradition would be
virtually universal, especially among literate members of the middle class like Lanyer.
It is also true that Lanyer eventually became a teacher and founded a school (Woods,
xxvii-xxviii), facts that along with her poetic ambition and accomplishments point to
a comprehensive education and a great deal of intellectual curiosity and determination.
And the catalog of good women that concludes the Salve Deus suggests Lanyer may
have known either Gosynhyll's or Pyrrye's poem or both.
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0 wonder, more than man can comprehend,
Our Joy and Griefe both at one instant fram'd,
Compounded: Contrarieties contend
Each to exceed, yet neither to be blam'd.
(1217-1220)

The immediate context links joy and grief as contrarieties, but the larger
context of Lanyer's Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum as expressed in the voice
of Pilate's wife, Claudia Procula, hints that the idea of framing and compounding contentious contrarieties energized Lanyer's imagination when
she considered gender as well as theology. At the very least, the figure of
Pilate's wife in this poem represents a woman whose meaning, as read and
glossed by centuries of Christian tradition and by the popular and sacred
culture of Renaissance England, was unusually apt for a feminist polemic
that sought equality and union, sinner with sinner, woman with man.
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